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Merriment is in the air as the veil of winter slowly lifts. At TOM FAULKNER we celebrate the longest
standing design, the Capricorn. Named after the two‘C’ like horns of a goat – symbolic of the Capricorn
star sign – this iconic silhouette has weathered many a moon and sun, mastering its position as a TOM
FAULKNER classic. The complete collection comprises of a dining table, console table, side table,
plinth, lamp, and candle stick.

Oval Dining Table finished in Anthracite with a polished brass top bonded to the glass - £9,410 inc. VAT

As the signature piece in the collection, the Capricorn dining table is timeless and elegant. With its
strong sculptural design and bold curves, this table is deceivingly simple. The base comprises four pieces
of sheet metal that have been seamlessly joined, rolled, and welded to create the perfect arc. The
Capricorn dining table is available in a variety of sizes, finishes, or shapes to suit any space or need.
*TF TIP – We love to pair this table with the Tiffany chairs for a graceful and striking composition that
gives the base space to be appreciated.

Found throughout the entire Capricorn range is
the spirit of enduring simplicity. The Capricorn
console table creates the impression of
grandeur without any unnecessary ornament.
Breath-taking in a foyer or entrance hall, this
console table stays true to Tom’s passion for
understated but compelling designs.
*TF TIP - Request the base in an Old Brass
finish and top with Arabescato marble for a
statement piece, or choose a Black Patina base
and glass top for a more contemporary
Capricorn Console Table finished in Old Brass with Arabescato marble £6,970 inc VAT

approach.

Innately sculptural, the Capricorn plinth provides a
gorgeous solution for displaying flowers, artwork or
other objects. Like the entire Capricorn collection the
plinth is available in a variety of sizes and finishes.
*TF TIP – Tom loves the polished stainless steel
Capricorn plinth in the centre of a darkened room where
the smallest hint of light will be reflected, creating a
sensation of fluidity and mystique.

Capricorn Plinth finished in Rose Pewter - £3,375 inc VAT

